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Seattle Comprehensive Plan: Alternative Growth Projections
By 2035 Seattle the State and County project that will add 115,000 jobs and 70,000
households to our city.
Alternatives help us imagine, define and evaluate our options. We considered the following to develop them:
Equal Growth. Each alternative has the same amount of growth. What varies is where new housing and jobs
growth is projected to occur. These projections begin with the State’s projections for King County. Seattle
worked with the County and other cities to predict how growth would unfold locally.
Location Specific. The alternatives illustrate different levels of growth distributed among :
Urban Centers, Hub Urban Villages, & Residential Urban Villages
Outside Urban Villages
Manufacturing and Industrial Centers
New Urban Villages (not designated in the current plan)
Strengthen What Works. Each alternative continues the Urban Village strategy –encouraging growth in
neighborhood cores throughout our city. Over the past 20 years Urban Centers and Villages have attracted the
most growth, but this occurred unevenly.
Community Values. Through our 2011 community survey and many community discussions, we heard that
walkable neighborhoods, good transit, and affordable housing are all very high shared priorities. All the
alternatives reflect this direction, but in different ways.
Opportunistic. The alternatives pay attention to where significant public investment could attract new
development that enhances neighborhoods – the seawall/central waterfront, the SR 99 Tunnel, along the
existing and future high capacity transit system.

Alternative 1: No Action - Continue Current Growth Policies and Trends
Assumes growth will approximately follow recent market trends of uneven growth - continued residential
growth in several popular urban village neighborhoods – like Ballard and Columbia City, and relatively low level
of growth in other urban villages that haven’t experienced as much growth over the last 20 years.
Job growth would continue in Downtown and South Lake Union, with lesser growth in other Urban Centers,
and slow job growth in the Manufacturing/Industrial Centers.
Key Characteristics
• No change in the number, designation or size of urban villages
•

Greater residential growth emphasis in Hub Urban Villages, in selected Residential Urban Villages, and
more growth outside of urban villages.
o Hub Urban Village emphases: Ballard, Bitter Lake, Lake City and West Seattle Junction
o Residential Urban Village emphases: Columbia City, Othello, 23rd/Union-Jackson, Aurora-Licton,
Madison-Miller
o Nearly ¼ of residential growth (16,000 units) to occur outside of urban villages

•

A comparatively lesser role for Urban Centers in residential growth – a smaller share of the growth, at 42%
of the residential total. But a focus on job growth – at 61% of the job total.

Implications for Ballard
•

Ballard likely has sufficient capacity to accommodate housing and employment growth within the existing
urban village boundaries under all alternative projections.

•

Past growth patterns projected into future.

Alternative 2: Urban Centers Focus
This alternative assumes our urban centers will more strongly attract new residents and jobs, faster than over
the last 10 or 20 years. It represents a shift towards a more urban lifestyle that could be increasingly made,
especially by more new residents. More people will live, work and play in urban centers. Such proximity may
lead to a significant rise in the number of people walking or biking to work, and a corresponding decline in
driving and car ownership.
Our current plan had predicted a lot of growth in urban centers, including Downtown, South Lake Union and
Capitol Hill, much of which has happened. Alternative 2 assumes a bullish outlook about achieving the
potential of our core areas, representing a significantly more concentrated pattern of new growth in the Urban
Centers than seen in past trends.
Key Characteristics
•

No change in the number, place type designation, or size of Urban Villages

•

More growth in Urban Centers, especially in Downtown, South Lake Union, Capitol Hill and Northgate.

•

Less growth outside Urban Centers, including the least emphasis on Hub Urban Village growth.

•

More mid- and high-rise housing is likely to occur than under other alternatives, given the more
concentrated growth patterns

•

A higher concentration of jobs in Urban Centers, especially Downtown, South Lake Union and Northgate.

Implications for Ballard
•

Ballard likely has sufficient capacity to accommodate housing and employment growth within the existing
urban village boundaries under all alternative projections.

•

Less growth projected than Alternative 1.

Alternative 3: Added Light Rail Focus
This alternative assumes that light rail station areas are important areas that should support significant growth
that is “transit-oriented,” meaning it enables more people to choose to take transit for commuting and other
daily activities.
Alternative 3 recognizes that there will be an emphasis on growing in Urban Centers, but also more fully
represents the growth that is possible near the light rail stations. To maximize opportunities to live or work
within ten minutes of a light rail stations, Alternative 3 assumes the probable adjustment of Urban Village
boundaries of these station-served villages, to encompass all places within a ten-minute walk of the station.
Also, new villages or growth-emphasis areas are designated at 130th St./Interstate 5 and near the I-90 East Link
station (the latter consisting mostly of portions of the North Rainier and 23rd/Union-Jackson Urban Villages).
The manner of encouraging increased density of growth could involve future zoning changes.
Key Characteristics
• Larger share of growth and expanded urban village boundaries near light rail stations (Mount Baker,
Columbia City, Othello, North Beacon Hill, Rainier Beach, Roosevelt)
•

New Residential Urban Villages around the East Link Rainier Station and the North Link 130th Street Station

•

An intermediate level of growth in Urban Centers that is less concentrated than assumed for Alternative 2.

•

A relatively smaller share of growth in Urban Villages without light rail that is comparable to Alternative 2’s
assumptions.

Implications for Ballard
•

Ballard likely has sufficient capacity to accommodate housing and employment growth within the existing
urban village boundaries under all alternative projections.

•

Less growth projected than Alternative 1.

•

Could change in future if light rail is constructed.

Alternative 4: Expanded Transit Focus
This alternative assumes that, in addition to areas covered in Alternative 3, more growth would also be
concentrated in other Urban Villages that currently have very good bus service: Crown Hill, Ballard, Fremont,
West Seattle Junction. This would represent the alternative with the greatest number of transit-oriented
places – served by either bus or rail -- that are preferred for growth.
This alternative means more Urban Village would experience increased amounts of growth and change. It
would also project that other areas outside of centers and villages experience lesser amounts of growth and
change. Similar to Alternative 3, the manner of encouraging increased density of growth could involve future
zoning changes.
Key Characteristics
• Alternative 4 includes the higher-growth assumptions and expanded Urban Village boundaries of
Alternative 3 (to capture ten-minute walksheds), and the addition of other selected areas that have very
good bus service (Ballard, Crown Hill, West Seattle Junction, Fremont).
•

Three of the four added areas are Hub Urban Villages, which defines this alternative as having the greatest
emphasis on growth in the Hub Urban Villages.

•

This assumes a smaller share of residential growth would occur outside centers and villages than all of the
other alternatives.

Implications for Ballard
•

Ballard likely has sufficient capacity to accommodate housing and employment growth within the existing
urban village boundaries under all alternative projections.

•

Same residential gorwht projected as Alternative 1. Potential for growth projected responding to high
transit service (15th Ave NW & Market). More employment growth projected.

•

Potential for expanding urban village boundaries around 15th Ave NW & Market to capture ten-minute
walksheds .

This schedule is delayed, but the steps will be similar.
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